Thank you to our Donors

Lead Benefactors ($35,000+)
Lou Seitchki & Kanani Titchen in honor of Peter Seitchki

Distinguished Benefactors ($10,000+)
Donna and David Joss

Benefactors ($8,000+)
Queen of Falafel / Rivka Orlin & House of Yes / Ilan Telmont

Outstanding Patrons ($6,000+)
Bonnie & Gary Chollet
Jamesville (NY) Elementary School Walkathon, Students & Staff
Kearl and Kathy Oxley
The Pema Chodron Foundation Theresa Rossiter and Dan Kelly

Distinguished Patrons ($3,500+)
Network for Good
The Alfred Sasso Memorial Charitable Lead Trust

Patrons ($2,500+)
Zandra and Per Anderson
Lisa & Robert Hartmann
The PYAR Foundation, Noor Gillani

Outstanding Supporters ($1,500+)
Nicola Hayward
Fred Ripley
Aarti Shah

Distinguished Supporters ($1,000+)
Pauline Turley
Amber Alliger
Adam Persson
The Allstate Foundation
Sachin Vekaria
William Scott and Sara Allyn
Bill and Liz Andrews
Satomi and Joe
Colleen Boland
Philip DiMauro
Aaron Lackman / Abe and Jeanne Lackman
Kevin McEvoy and Barbara Epstein
Brad & Janice Baldwin Fund at Innovia Foundation

Supporters ($500 and above)
Graham Bodenham
Robert & Patricia Brown
Corning Painted Post (CPP) High School Interact Club
Pietro Costa
Elizabeth Hayward
Elizabeth Hayward & Stephen Parker
Matthew and Rae Holbrook
Masako Iijima
Thomas Johnson
Kathleen Kleis
Chih Hsuan Liang
Michael Lin
Sandra Steingraber
Craig and Muriel Tashjian
Noel Withers
Kenneth Wu

Outstanding Friends ($250+) CONT.
Margaret Ghee
Jane Halperin and Sarah Herman
Marjorie Hamilton
Mary-Claire Krebs
Sidney Kurth
Roxanne Latimer
Jose Magna
Nancy Ober-Kaufman
Joseph Priebey
Marlene Reisman
Delia and Chris Shumway
Anne Stott
Chris Wakefield

Distinguished Friends ($100+)
Anonymous (3)
Cristina Bancells Bau
Jason Baunkecht
John Beck
Ronald and Michael Gluck
William and Susan Boland
Daniel and Mariel Bronson
Dymnna Burkhart
David Cale
Sydney Chilton
Charlotte Churchill
Eleanor D'Aponte
David Lewis, Triadic Systems Inc
Barbara Davy
Ms. Sonia Dickinson
Phyllis Eckhaus
Holly Gewander
Katherine Gleason
Connie Haynes
Paula Herold
Judy Thomas
Daniel Killigrew
Joseph Kleis
James La Marta
Patricia LeBlanc
Montserret Martinez
Mary Alice Martinez
Charles Medley
James & Margaret Middendorf
Kaye Newbury
Barry Nicholson
Ninth Street Estates Inc.
Patience Owen
Cynthia Parker
Chantal Perrot
Katharina Pidstraszek and Robin Schneider
Red Butte Veterinary Care
Rotary Club of Corning, NY
Jeanne Maria Schmitt Watkins & Robert Watkins
Kathleen Seward
Indira and Hari Sharma
Karen Shastany
Michael Sheraz
Eugenie Sibeud
Judy Snyder
Helene Sterzl
Ed and Elena Stonebraker
Douglas and Christina Tashjian

Friends (up to $99+)
Amazon Smile
Anonymous (7)
Jenni Balls
Gloria Barello
Johanna Brenner
Samantha Brook
Bury St. Edmunds Tinnitus Support Group

Friends (up to $99) CONT.
Sonia Carbonell
Linda Chapman
Mitzi Chaves
Frona & Alan Colker
Daryl Denning
Janet Diamond
Susan Maynard Diez
Helene & Paul Ferm
Simona Ferrara
Janis Firstenberg
Maia Forrester
Barbara Foster
Robyn Gabraith
Johanna and Ronald Green
Haim
Margaret Hanson
Michele Hotte Geraghty
Interfaith Center for Action and Healing
Noelle Jensen
Mary Johnson
Valerie Johnson
James Kaplan
Laura Keeton
Karen Kohlhaas
Lara Kolesar
Karen Kuczka Daines
Bethan Lang
Michele Laporte
Kathy Laritz
Michael Lynch
Rita Mack
Sheila Massey
Simone McElroy
Stephen Michaels
Debra Miller
Laura & Brian Mohlenhoff
Rebecca Murray
Mr. Myers
Claire O Moed
Norene Oldfield
Glenn and Nancy Ogeron
Susan Oxman
Prashant Parikh
PayPal Giving Fund
PayPal Giving Fund
Safeie Hardware, Mukaram Taheraly
Diana Schad
Shilpa Shah
Peter Sullivan
Elinor Vetraino
Lizbeth Villafane
Kathleen Wallow
Jane Williams
Marjorie Wormser
Rena & Lila Yusubovas

Distinguished In-kind Gifts
Susan Young & Amy Meadow

In-kind Gifts
Amber Alliger
Dwars Gurung & Band Members
Lannie Lorence
Gastone Musella
Mary O’s, Mary O’Halloran
Rivka Orlin
Jody and Dave Poppel
Margot Sergent & So French Cabaret
Taste It Presents, Paula Perilla

Matching Gifts
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Morgan Stanley Matching Gift
Simons Foundation